
12-piece T-Star Bit Socket Set, extra short, T8 - T60
- 1/4": T8 - T10 - T15 - T20 - T25 - T27, length 30 mm
- 3/8": T30 - T40 - T45 - T50 - T55, length 38 mm
- 1/2": T60, length 48 mm
- knurled
- satin chrome finish
- on metal rail

Item #
5098

10-piece Internal Hexagon Bit Sockets, 4 - 19 mm, extra short
- 1/4": 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 mm, length 30 mm
- 3/8": 10 - 12 - 14 mm, length 38 mm
- 1/2": 17 - 19 mm, length 48 mm
- knurled
- satin chrome finish
- on metal rail

Item #
5099

10-piece Impact T-Star Sockets, T20 - T70
- for use with air tools
- includes the following sizes:
  - T20 - T25 - T27 - T30 - T40
  - T45 - T50 - T55 - T60 - T70
- 1/2" drive

Item #
5097

1/2"  Impact Socket, 21 mm
- black phosphate finish
- with groove and hole for retaining ball

Item #
5221
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Pre-Chamber Socket for Mercedes CDI
- 1/2" Drive Multi-Spline Socket 1.5 x 58 mm
- allows changing of the diesel pre-chamber
- fits on MB engines from 1989.
- suitable for engines with the following codes:
  601, 602, 602.91, 603, 604, 605, 606, 661, 662
- material: chrome-vanadium steel
- black phosphate finish

Item #
5430

10-piece Rim Lock Dismantling Tool Set
- allows professional removing of rim locks
- "open" almost all rim locks without damaging the rim
- conical dismantling sleeves for high power transmission
- the kit includes:
  - dismantling sleeves:
    Ø30.9 - Ø30.0 - Ø31, 8 - Ø28, 9 - Ø28.0 - Ø27.0 -
    Ø26.0 - Ø28.8 mm, 60 mm long
   - 2 dismantling mandrels
- made of S45C and SCM440 material

Item #
8656

Double Ring Spanner Set, 8 - 19 mm, extra long
- 8x10 - 11x13 - 14x15 - 16x17 - 18x19
- straight type
- chrome-plated
- in pouch

Item #
1187

1/2" Manual Impact Wrench
- Principle of operation:
  Rotate the impact wrench in loosening direction
  until it stops turning. Exert one or several blows
  with a hammer on the wrench head.
  The sudden angular momentum passes to the
  socket and screw

- for loosening tightly fitted screw
- suitable for right and left hand threads
- base unit made of CR-V, satin chrome finish

Item #
708
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5-piece Oil Filter Wrench Set
- for removing oil filter housing
- special design for tight spaces
- includes the following sizes:
  - 24 mm, suitable for BMW N62, models 5/7
  - 27 mm, suitable for:
    BMW Mini - Renault 1.5 / 1.9 / 2.2 / 2.5 DCI
    Ford Fiesta 1.4 / 1.6 TDCi Mercedes A-Class
    Ford Transit 2.2 / 2.4 / 3.2> 2006
  - 32 mm, suitable for:
    Ford Transit 2.0 / 2.4 2000-2006
    Volkswagen Polo 1.2, Transporter T5 1.9> 2004
    Audi A6 3.2 V6 TSI> 2004 - Vauxhall / Opel Astra G, Corsa B
  - 36 mm suitable for:
    M616 Mercedes vans, vans 116MB/100
    Mercedes 220D, E220D, M604, C250D, E250D, M605, E300D, M606
    BMW M52 (3/5 series), M60 (5/7/8 series), M73 (7/8 series)
    Vauxhall / Opel Vectra B di 16V> 98
    Volkswagen Transporter T5, Lupo 1.2 TDi, Toureg TDi
  - 38 mm, suitable for Vauxhall / Opel Astra, Zafira 2.0 / 2.2 dti
- to be used with ratchet
- on metal rail

Item #
8677

Oil Service Wrench for Audi A4 & A6, BMW
- 19 mm hexagon x M16 spline (tamperproof)
- length: 240 mm
- chrome-molybdenum steel
- satin chrome finish

Item #
8727

Ribbed Belt Tool Kit for Mini
- suitable for Mini Cooper S and One
- for tensioning of air conditioning and
  alternator ribbed-belts
- contains 2 release levers and 2 locking pins
- to be used as OEM 118390 / 118410

Item #
8678

Ribbed Belt Mounting Lever
- for tensioning of the tensioning wheel
- facilitates the placement of the V-ribbed belt
- suitable for Mercedes-Benz Types:
  168, 169 (A-Class), 245 (B-Class)
- length: 620 mm
- size: 15 mm

Item #
1703
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Carburetor Screwdriver with Shaft
- facilitates the adjustment of carburetor kits,
  particularly suitable for work in tight
  spaces such as motorcycles
- suitable for slotted screws
- slot size: 1 x 5 mm
- adjustable depth stop 0 - 5.5 mm
- marked, lockable knurled sleeve
  for detecting the rotational range
- length: 470 mm

Item #
4842

Silent Block Tool for Skoda Fabia, VW Polo
- for proper and quick installation
  of rubber bushings (silent blocks)
  on front axle brackets
- suitable for Audi A2, VW Polo IV 9N (02-05),
  Skoda Fabia I, Seat Ibiza 6L (02-06)
  and Cordoba from 2002
- material: S45C steel

Item #
8254

Driveshaft Pulling Tool Set
- for assembly / retraction of drive shafts
- universally usable by rich adaptation options
- suitable for e.g. the following vehicles:
  VAG, Mercedes, BMW, Porsche, Peugeot,
  Renault, Opel / Vauxhall, etc.
- includes the following tools:
  - flange nut
  - sleeve, OD 39 mm, ID 29 mm
  - sleeve, OD 46 mm, ID 36 mm
  - spindle M14x1.5 outer thread
  - spindle M16x1.5 inner thread
  - spindle M16x1.5 outer thread
  - spindle M18x1.5 inner thread
  - spindle M20x1.5 inner thread
  - spindle M22x1.5 inner thread
  - spindle M24x1.5 inner thread
  - spindle M27x1.5 inner thread
  - spindle M30x1.5 inner thread

Item #
8262

Battery Adapter, angled
- for disconnecting the battery when not
  used for a prolonged period
- can also by used to prevent theft of a car
- suitable for batteries with round terminals

Item #
1415
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Battery Adapter, flat
- for disconnecting the battery when not
  used for a prolonged period
- can also be used to prevent theft of a car
- suitable for batteries with flat terminals

Item #
1416

Open Terminal Crimping Jaws for Art. 1410 / 1411
- suitable for non-insulated open terminals,
  sizes AWG 20-18 / 16-14 / 12-10 or
  0.5-1.0 / 1.5-2.5 / 4.0-6.0 mm ²

Item #
1410-C

Retractable Air Hose Reel, 15 m
- suitable for mounting on wall, floor and ceiling
- with hose stop, auto retracting
- hose diameter: 3/8"
- hose length: 50"
- air inlet (F): 3/8" NPT
- air outlet (M): 3/8" NPT
- maximum pressure: 300PSI
- maximum air flow: 25 CFM

Item #
8584

Air Eccentric Sander
- for sanding sufaces
- with air hose and dust bag
- sanding pad: Ø 6"
- free speed: 10000 rpm
- air inlet: 1/4"
- air suction hose: 3/8"
- air consumption: 4.5 cfm
- working pressure: 6.3 bar
- length: 225 mm
- weight: 1 kg

Item #
8688
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Air Riveter
- for easy and quick riveting
- suitable for rivet sizes 2.4 - 3.2 - 4.0 - 4.8 mm
- pulling power: 720 Kg
- air consumption: 0.86 l/min
- stroke: 14 mm
- air inlet: 1/4"
- working pressure: 6.2 bar

Item #
3284

Air Sandblasting Cabinet, illuminated
- for sandblasting / cleaning of surfaces with e.g.
  dry glass beads or plastic granule abrasives
- suitable for part size up to 66 x 53 x 49 cm
- sealed cabinet with lid and viewing window,
  mounted gloves and cabinet air filters, to prevent
  the escape of abrasive material
- saves blasting material, prevents workplace
  contamination
- includes blasting gun, replaceable protective film
  for viewing window
- working pressure: 6.2 bar

Item #
8717

40L Pneumatic Fuel Extracting Unit
- for extracting gasoline and diesel fuel
- allows an easy renewing of tanks,
  fuel pumps, tank sensors
  or emptying wrongly refilled tanks
- 3 suction tubes Ø 6 - 8 - 10 mm, 2 m long
- working pressure: 5 to 8 bar
- air consumption: 170 l/min
- air connection: 1/4"

Item #
8702
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Hand Held Induction Heater
- Principle of operation:
  There is an alternating magnetic field.
  The metallic object (e.g. nut), in the induction coil,
  acts on the induced eddy currents
  as a electrical resistance and thus heats up.

- allows heating of screws / nuts without
  severely heating surrounding components or
  even destroying them, as it is often the case
  when heated with a torch
- within the shortest possible time, e.g. rusty nuts
  are heated and can be loosened
- using for e.g. ball joint pinch bolts
  and other items on axle and engine
- also for heating components such as
  bearings
- includes the following induction coils
  inductive coil 19 mm, 185 mm long (for Ø 15 - 19 mm)
  inductive coil 23 mm, 185 mm long (for Ø 19-23 mm)
  formless coil, 800 mm, for heating of components (bearings, etc.)

- power supply: ac 50 Hz to 250 V
- current: 7 Amps
- cable length: 230 cm
- dimensions: 335 x 170 x 68 mm

Item #
2176

Oil Funnel Set
- helps to fill in engine oil spillage free
- tubing and adapter are made of aluminum
- 1l funnel capacity
- includes the following adapters:
  - M37 x 3.0 for Lexus, Toyota (except Prius & Yaris)
  - M42 x 4.5 for Subaru (except Tribeca)
  - M32 x 3.5 for Nissan, Honda, Accura (except MDX & RDX)
  - M35 x 4.0 for most Mazda
  - bajonet adaptor for Audi, VW, BMW, Mercedes, Volvo, Dodge

Item #
8505

Oil Funnel, bent
- double angled for hard to reach places
- height: 320 mm
- funnel: Ø 145 mm

Item #
8695
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Waste Oil Container, extra flat
- especially suitable where a
  low tank height is required
- suitable for all fluids in the car such as
  cooling fluid, all kinds of oils, etc.
- filtering sieve
- drain and vent opening
- max. capacity: 20 l
- movable, with 2 wheels

Item #
8719

Pliers for Self-Locking Metal Bands
- for tightening of self-locking metal bands
  installed on e.g. axle boots
- suitable for metal bands up to max. 10 x 0.4 mm

Item #
439

9-piece Oil Filter Cap Set
- includes the following oil filter cap wrenches:
  - 64.5 mm x 14-pt., aluminum chrome finish,
    for Toyota Auris, Corolla, Premio, Prius
  - 64.5 mm x 14-pt., aluminum chrome finish,
    for Toyota V6 Modelle von 2007-2008
    Lexus ES 350, GS 350, GS 350h, LS 460,
    RX 350, LS 600j L
  - 88.8 mm x 15-pt, aluminum chrome finish,
    for Kia and Hyundai
  - 74.2 mm x 14-pt., aluminum chrome finish,
    for Audi, BMW, Ford, Mazda, Toyota, Volkswagen,
    Porsche, Mercedes V6 / V8
  - 86.6 mm x 16-pt., aluminum chrome finish,
    for BMW 335i, 535i, 3 series E90, X6 3.0L,
    Volvo Modelle 1999-2006 (not 2005 40 and 50 models)
  - universal oil filter cap wrench 63 - 83 mm,
    SCM 440 chrome finish
  - 27 mm x 6-pt., S45C nickel,
    for Mercedes and Smart models
  - 32 mm x 6-pt., S45C nickel,
    for Opel 4-cyl. 2.2 L X10XE, X12XE, Y17DT, Y17DT
    and Mercedes OM 364, OM 366
  - 36 mm x 6-pt, S45C nickel,
    for Mercedes Diesel OM604, OM605, OM606,
    BMW M52, M60, M70, Mini, VW VR6

Item #
8667
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Fender Flaring Tool
- for expanding the fender size
- is often required when lowering the vehicle
  and changing the wheel-tire combination
- telescopic boom arm with 180°
  swiveling pressure roller
- suitable for mounting on 4- and 5- bolt wheel hubs
- fits on cars with pitch circle diameters from 95 to 120 mm
- weight: 7500g

Item #
3525

Vacuum Dent Repair Kit with Slide Hammer (with Hand Pump)
- when using the pump the hammer creates
  a vacuum and causes the vacuum pad firmly
  holds on to the body
- dents can now easily be removed by working the
  sliding hammer
- independent of compressed air systems
- 3 replaceable strainers:
  Ø 70 mm, Ø 100 mm, Ø 125 mm

Item #
8703

Flaring Pliers, 310 mm
- for edge coiling of sharp fender inner edges,
  preventing damage to tires when cushioning
- jaw protectors for smooth application
- is required for e.g. lowered vehicles or when
  changing the wheel / tire combination
- a dismantling of wheels can be omitted in most cases

Item #
8682

4-piece Plastic Chisel Set
- suitable for removing of e.g. panels,
  glued trim parts and wheel weights
- flat and round head chisels, 127 and 175 mm length
- handle end is designed to be used with a hammer

Item #
368
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27-piece Trim Wedges and Scraper Set
- for removal of trim, paneling, etc.
- allows a damage-free disassembly,
  even on painted surfaces
- wide range of application through different
  scraper and removal tool profiles, such as:
  - scraper with trim guide
  - slotted lever, angled and straight
  - disassembly lever, angled and straight,
    in different widths

Item #
8611

3-piece Gap Gauges
- useful for body work such as
  fitting doors, fenders and other body parts
- includes 3 gauges with
  10 gauge blades each, 1 mm thickness

Item #
8763

Double Rubber Suction, Ø 115 mm, aluminum
- is required for lifting and mounting of windshields
- maximum capacity: 80 kgs
- suction cup diameter: 115 mm
- toggle lever suction device

Item #
7993

Triple Rubber Suction, Ø 115 mm, aluminum
- is required for lifting and mounting of windshields
- high load capacity of 95 kg
- suction cup diameter: 115 mm
- toggle lever suction device

Item #
7996
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Testing Tool for Turbo Charger Systems
- for checking the charging system components
  when installed
- professional and economic troubleshooting
- safety valve prevents applying excessive pressure
- suitable for turbochargers, G-chargers, compressors
- fits on most charging system hoses
- system is closed by plugs and pressurized
- also suitable for leak detection

Item #
8563

Engine Timing Tool Kit for Fiat / Ford / Suzuki Diesel
- for checking and adjusting the engine timing
- suitable for the following models:
  - Fiat Punto 1.3 JTD Multi-Jet 188A9.000 2003-2007
  - Panda 1.3 JTD Multi-Jet 169A1.000 & 188A8.000 2003-2009
  - Idea 1.3 JTD Multi-Jet 199A3.000 & 188A9.000 2004-2006
  - Doblo 1.3 JTD Multi-Jet 188A9.000 2004-2006
  - Doblo Cargo 1.3 JTD 188A9.000 2004-2006
  - Opel (Vauxhall): Agila 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2003-2008
  - Corsa C 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2003-2007
  - Combo C 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2003-2009
  - Corsa D 1.3 CDTi Z13DTH & Z13DTJ 2006-2009
  - Astra H 1.3 CDTi Z13DTH 2004-2009
  - Tigra B 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2004-2009
  - Meriva 1.3 CDTi Z13DT & Z13DTJ 2004-2009
  - Suzuki: Ignis 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2003-2009
  - Wagon 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2003-2009
  - Swift 1.3 CDTi Z13DT 2003-2010
  - Ford KA 1.3 TDCi
- includes the following tools:
  - counterholding tool for crankshaft pulley,
    to be used as Fiat Ford OEM 1871000200 OEM 303-1469
    Opel / Vauxhall OEM KM-662-C
  - crankshaft adjustment tool,
    to be used as Opel (Vauxhall) OEM EN 46785
    Opel (Vauxhall) OEM KM 955, Suzuki 09912-38300
  - camshaft adjustment tool,
    to be used as Fiat OEM 1 871 000 900/1 860 985 000
    Ford OEM 303-1472, Opel (Vauxhall) OEM EN 46781
    Suzuki OEM 09917-68610
  - chain tensioning lever,
    to be used as
    Fiat OEM 1870900400
  - crankshaft locking tool,
    to be used as Fiat OEM 1870900300

Item #
8669
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Engine Timing Tool Kit for BMW / Mini / Peugeot / Citroen
- for aligning the new and old version of balance shafts
- prevents noncircular engine running
  by misaligned balance shafts
- is required when
  renewing timing chain, crankshaft sealing ring,
  replacing the cylinder head gasket, etc.
- includes:
  - locking tools for old and new version of balance shaft
  - crankshaft locking tool
  - locking pin for chain tensioner
- suitable for the following engines:
  - BMW: 1.6 (N40 / N45 / N45T, B16, B16A, B16AC)
                1.8 / 2.0 (N42 / N46 / N46T)
                2.0 / 3.0 (N51 / N52 / N52K / N53 / N54)
  - PSA:   1.4 / 1.6 16V (EP3 / EP6 / EP6DT / EP6DTS)
  - Mini:   1.4 / 1.6 (N12 / N14)
- to be used as OEM 115140, 119280, 119330

Item #
8710

Crankshaft Locking Tool for VAG 10 Cyl. Engines
- crankshaft locking tool with aligning pin
- to be used as OEM T10195
- suitable for e.g. VW Tourag, Phaeton, etc.

Item #
8622

Timing Chain Mounting Tool for Mercedes M111
- allows troublefree mounting of timing chains
  on  MB 111 4-cyl. petrol engines
- suitable for following MB models:
  C-Class 180/200/220/230
  E-Class 220/230
  CLK 200/230
  SLK 200/230
  ML 230

Item #
8680

Valve Stem Seal Pliers, 270 mm
- for easy removing of deep valve stem seals
  on multi valve engines
- to be used e.g. on Opel, VW and Ford
- hardened jaws

Item #
8668
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Testing Tool for Dual-Mass Flywheel
- suitable for testing of freeplay angle and the
  clearance on dual mass flywheel (DMF)
- a checking of the flywheel is recommend
  because a worn or defective DMF can
  damage the new clutch
- test can be performed directly on the vehicles
  if the clutch has been removed
- includes:
  - 2 different claws for locking the flywheel
  - angular disc with holder
  - dial indicator with holder
  - assembly / measuring bolt
  - twist lever

Item #
8681

Glow Plug Removal Tool, M10x1.0
- ensures the correct removal of burned-in,
  corroded or broken-off glow plugs
- allows repairing of the glow plug retaining thread
  without removing the cylinder head
- defective original thread M10 x 1 is repaired by
  insertion of a new threaded sleeve
- includes:
  - puller and sliding hammer for removing of stuck
    and broken glow plugs
  - reamers for reaming of the defective thread
  - tap M10 x 1 and M12 x 1
  - centering sleeve for reamers and taps
  - special step drills and taps for removal of broken glow plugs
  - 12 thread repair sleeves M12 x 1 to M10 x 1
  - compressed air adapter

Item #
8699

Injector Seat and Manhole Cleaning Set
-  for cleaning of the injectors seats and
   glow plugs manholes
-  includes: 4 cleaning brushes,
   brush holder, 3 Injector seat cutters, cutter guide,
   seal puller, brush holder extension

Item #
8723
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Shock Absorber Tool Kit
- for shock absorber nuts
- suitable for nearly all vehicles,
  incl. Japanese gas shock absorbers
- includes:
   - extention socket
   - rotating plate with 39 and 34 mm outer 6-pt.
   - rotating plate with 60 mm inner 6-pt.
   - 90° rotation plate, universal
   - 120° rotation plate for Japanese cars
   - 4 holding plates with 4-pt. head
   - 4 holding plates with round head
   - 4 screws M6 x 18
   - 4 mm int. hex. wrench
   - 3 socket for grooved nuts with
     22 mm 6-pt. drive in following sizes:
   - 10.5 mm inner diameter with 3.5 mm pin
   - 12.5 mm inner diameter with 3.5 mm pin
   - 14,5 mm inner diameter with 3.5 mm pin

Item #
8679

Front Wheel Bearing Puller for Ford Transit as of 2006
- for removal of the front wheel bearing unit and
  for removing the wheel hub
- allows renewing of the camp without replacing
  the wheel hub
- consisting of:
  - puller with retaining key
  - screw set (5 pcs.)
  - pressure plate (large)
  - pressure plate (small)
  - spindle with hex. drive

Item #
8707

Camber Adjusting Tool
- allows one-person adjusting
- reduces the required time
- pressure width 135 to 175 mm
- 22 mm 6-edge spindle
- 3 spindle lengths for a wide range of applications
   75 mm for Seat Toledo - VW Jetta, Golf, etc.
   85 mm for Seat Cordoba - VW Polo 95>
   115 mm for Chrysler Voyager, etc.

Item #
8700
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4-piece Subframe Positioning Bolt Set for VAG
- for precisely aligned mounting of the subframe
- needed e.g. for replacing the rubber bushings
  and all jobs for which the auxiliary frame (subframe)
  is removed
- suitable for:
  VW Crafter, T5, Touareg 2.5 L 5-cylinder TDI
- to be used as OEM T10227

Item #
8715

Axle Tolerance Testing Tool
- for locating of defectives on axles, such as defective
  ball joints, wheel bearings, etc.
- suitable for fault diagnosis with loaded axle
  (as in normal operation)
- testing is done by visual, acoustical and
  tactile sense verification
- especially suitable when car is mounted on
  4-post lift but also usable on the workshop floor
- 1/2" drive for use with sliding bar
- overall length: 355 mm
- dimensions of the plastic coating:
  Ø 60 x length 265 mm

Item #
8633

Hydraulic Flaring Tool
- suitable for 
  - metric bubble flaring (5/32''), 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm
  - 45 degree double flaring 3/16'', 1/4'', 5/16'', 3/8'', 1/2''
  - GM fuel line forming 5/16'', 3/8''
  - push-connect forming 1/4'', 5/16'', 3/8''
- includes various sizes of dies and adapters for
  working on flaring tubes of GM fuel lines, brake lines,
  transmission lines and air condition lines
- hydraulic pump for easy use

Item #
8704

8-piece Brake Bleeder Wrench Set
- for bleeding brake systems without removing the wheels
- ratchet wrench makes loosening and tightening easy
- hose remains on bleeding screw while
  loosening and tightening
- 6 special sockets:
  -   9 x 29 mm -   9 x 75 mm
  - 10 x 29 mm - 10 x 75 mm
  - 11 x 29 mm - 11 x 75 mm
- incl. bleeding hose with 4 mm inner diameter

Item #
66512
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Brake Fluid Refill Bottle, 1l
- for refilling brake fluid
  while brake bledding
- with valve and clamp
- container size: 1 liter
- also spare parts for BGS 8080

Item #
8731

Spark Plug Thread Repair Kit M8 x 1.0
- suitable for repair of spark plug threads
- easy to use
- contains special HSS taps with 6-pt.-drive
  and 4 threaded bushes, lengths
  9.5 - 11.5 - 12.7 and 19 mm

Item #
167

Brake Disc Caliper
- for measuring the brake disc thickness,
  tire tread depth etc.
- material: aluminum
- dimensions: 182 x 115 x 13 mm

Item #
8689

Vernier Caliper Accessory Kit for Calipers
- for extending the measurement
  capabilities of calipers
- allows measurements on:
  - deeper measurement points
  - inwardly tapered components
- includes:
  - measuring leg, 2 pcs
  - measuring tip, long, 2 pcs
  - measuring tip, short, 2 pcs.
  - measuring heads, short, 2 pcs
- perfect for use on brake discs

- in wooden case

Item #
1930-1
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Digital Thermometer with Stainless Steel Sensor Probe
- wide range of applications, suitable for e.g.
  air conditioning, food processing, heating and ventilating,
  agriculture, automobile, photography, food storage,
  refrigeration, laboratory, etc.
- memory of the last measured value
- low battery display
- sensor fault display
- auto power off after 15 min.
- switch between °C and °F
- temperature range: -50°C  to +300°C (-58°F ~ +572°F)
- temperature steps: 0.1 °C
- accuracy: (-20°C - 80°C) +1°C
- power: 1.5V battery
- length of probe: 125 mm

Item #
8714

Flywheel Puller, M27x1.0
- left sided thread M27 x 1.0
- M16 spindle with sliding bar
- inner diameter: 18 mm
- length: 97 mm
- material: S45C steel
- suitable for e.g. following motorcycles:
  - Aprilia Area, Gulliver, Scarabeo, Sonic, SR 50, etc.
  - Benelli 491 - 50, K2 - 50, Naked 50, Pepe 50, etc.
  - Beta Ark 50, Eikon 50, Quadra 50 , Tempo 50 etc.
  - CPI Aragon 50, Crab 50, Formula 25, GTR 50, etc.
  - Italjet Dragster 50
  - KTM Ark 50, Kross 50
  - MBK CS 50, CW 50, EW 50, YH 50, YN 100, etc.
  - Yamaha CA 50, CS 50, CW 50, EW 50, YE 50, etc.

Item #
8726

3-in-1 Clutch / Variator Tool for Piaggio
- for blocking and removing the variator
  and clutch bell
- integrated hex wrench for loosening
  the coupling nut (34 mm)
- pin pitch: 55 mm
- made of stainless steel
- to be used as OEM 14569-PI
- suitable for many models of following manufacturers:
  Aprilia, Derbi, Gilera, Italjet, Peugeot, Piaggio, Vespa

Item #
8729

Pipe Reamer
- for outside and inside deburring of metal pipes
- suitable for pipe internal diameter of 3 to 12 mm
  and  pipe outside diameter of 4 to 14 mm
- inside cutter retractable,
  nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy
- outside cutter made of HSS steel

Item #
8732
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3-piece File Set, 200 mm
- blade profile: flat hand - half round - round
- plastic handle (blue)
- cut 2

Item #
50210

3-piece Rasp Set, 200 mm
- blade profile: flat hand - half round - round
- plastic handle (blue)
- cut 2

Item #
50235

75-piece Copper Sealing Ring Assortment, metric for oil drain plugs
- consists of the following sealing ring sizes:
-    5.0 x 10 x 1.0 mm - 6.0 x 10 x 1.0 mm
     7.0 x 10 x 1.0 mm - 8.0 x 10 x 1.0 mm
   10.5 x 17 x 1.5 mm - 11.0 x 17 x 1.5 mm
   12.5 x 20 x 1.5 mm - 14.0 x 18 x 1.0 mm
   14.0 x 20 x 1.5 mm - 15.0 x 20 x 2.0 mm
   16.0 x 22 x 2.0 mm - 16.5 x 24 x 2.0 mm
   17.5 x 24 x 2.0 mm
- in a reusable universal box

Item #
8132
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8-in-1 Special Wrench, 12-pt. 12 - 19 mm
- sizes: 8 -10 - 11 - 13 - 14 - 16 - 17 - 19 mm

Item #
7075

9-piece T-Handle Socket Wrench Set, 6 - 14 mm
- sizes: 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 -12 - 11 - 13 - 14 mm
- 2-component handles

Item #
7881

16-piece Blind Hole Inner Puller Set
- for dismantling of bearings installed in a blind hole
- is used when reparing e.g. car transmissions
- includes the following tools:
  - slide hammer, length 290 mm
  - 2-feet puller with spindle
  - expansion sleeves for bearing with a inner
    diameter of  8 - 58 mm

Item #
7715

Trailer Socket, 13-pin
- screwed cable connector

Item #
80964

Trailer Plug, 13-pin
- screwed cable pins

Item #
80962
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Trailer Reflector
- for mounting on trailers
- 2 mounting holes
- dimension: 13.5 x 13.5 cm
- E-marked

Item #
80958

Trailer Lamps with Magnetic Holder
- for mounting on trailers
- 10 x 10.5 cm left and right rear light unit
- rear, brake, license plate light and turn signals
- lighting unit connected with 2.2 m cable
- 7.5 meter 5-core cable
- incl. 7 pin connector
- E-marked

Item #
80960

Trailer Taillight Bar, 137 cm
- for mounting on trailers
- left and right rear light units 10 x 10.5 cm
- rear, brake, license plate light and turn signals
- triangle reflector 13.5 x 13.5 cm
- 6 meter 5-core cable 5 x 0.5 sqmm
- width: 137 cm
- incl. 7 pin connector
- E-marked

Item #
80956

14-piece Injector Extractor Kit
- incl. ball joint adaptor on hammer for use in confined areas
- set includes deep open type sockets
  for dismantling injectors and adaptors
- allows easy and quick removal of the injector
- includes:
  - sliding hammer with shaft and handle
  - ball joint adaptors
  - adaptors (internal thread):
    M14 x M14 - M17 x M14 - M25 x M14 - M27 x M14
  - adaptors (external thread):
    M27 x M14 - M20 x M14
  - 6-pt socket for elecrical unit:
    25 - 27 - 29 - 30
  - 10 mm hexagon bit socket with 1/2" drive

Item #
67307
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Injector Extractor Tool Kit
- for removal of diesel injectors
- various adaptors make the kit
  suitable for most diesel injectors
- includes also the following components:
- 3 different slide hammers
  1.6 kg, 160 mm length
  2.7 kg, 460 mm length
  5.1 kg, 600 mm length
- 2 pulling claws with fork opening
  13.7 x 18 mm, 105 mm  length
  12.7 x 19 mm, 130 mm  length
- 5 slotted 6-pt 1/2" sockets, 100 mm  length
  sizes 25 - 27 - 28 - 29 - 30 mm
- injector extractor, sleeve design, with shells
  outer diameter 35 mm
  internal diameter 29 mm
  M17 x 1.0 spindle
- pulling adapter with external thread
   M27 x 1.0 (3pcs) and M25 x 1.0
- pulling adapter with internal thread
   M27 x 1.0 (3pcs)
- sliding hammer adapter for
   inner, outer and claw extractor

Item #
8676

Vacuum Pump and Brake Bleeder
- for checking the components of the vacuum system
  e.g. MAP sensors, valves, hoses, etc.
- also suitable for bleeding brakes and clutch systems
- includes connecting hoses, bleeding bottle,
  hose connector / adapter
- max. vacuum: -0.7 bar / -10 psi

Item #
8999

130-piece Thread Repair Kit, M5 - M12
- for repairing threaded holes
- minimizes time and expenses
- the set includes the following tools:
  - 5 drills for drilling out the broken thread
  - 5 taps
  - 5 insertion tools for mounting the spare inserts
  - 5 break off tools for removing of the installing pins
  - 110 thread inserts, sizes:
    25 pcs. each: M5x0.8 - M6x1.0 - M8x1.25 - M10x1.5
    10 pieces: M12x1.75

Item #
19500
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16-piece Cutter Set
- for modeling and artwork,
  for precise cutting of vinyl, paper, cardboard, etc.
- 3 cutter holders
- 13 different blades with straight, angled and round
  cutting blades in different sizes

Item #
50613

8-piece Steel Wire Brush Set
- for removing rust, cleaning and reconditioning of surfaces
- 3pc. 7 mm shank for e.g. electric drill
- shaft length: 48 mm
- 5 brushes: Ø 25 - 40 - 50 - 60 - 75 mm
- max. speed: 4500 rpm

Item #
50908

4-piece Steel Bracket Kit
- with holes
- galvanized

Item # Description
80921 4-piece Steel Bracket Kit, 75x75x12 mm
80923 4-piece Steel Bracket Kit, 100x100x15 mm

4-piece Steel Bracket Kit, 70x50x16 mm
- with holes
- galvanized

Item #
80927
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